Theoretical foundations of programming systems from modules, objects, components, services are given. Identified relevant theory of programming proposed by the author with the participation of students and postgraduates: graph modular programming theory with graph representation as an adjacency matrix for mathematical achievability of graph vertices; theory of generating programming and theory of software factories; theory of graph object and component modeling (OCM) by means of logic and algebra-mathematical theory of determining individual elements of complex systems; theory of system programming based on ontological and service-component models (SOA, SCA) with security and quality systems. The Internet Smart and Nanotechnology are given for perspective transition of computer technology to nanotechnology.
Introduction
The author of the article is a mathematician by education and for more than 50 years has been engaged in the development of the idea of A. P. Ershov (1972) in the future to develop the theory of programming as a mathematical science [1] .
Since the advent of different programming languages (LP) to describe different kinds of programs for solving mathematical, biological, economic and other problems with the help of electronic computers, many scientists began to develop separate areas of programming theory. The theory includes formal descriptions of programs, their translation, debugging, testing and quality assessment.
In connection with the application of international LP (Algol, PL/1, Fortran, A module is considered a software element that converts the plurality of source data X in a variety Y of the output method of display system. Modules are a pair S = (T, χ), where T-model of the system; χ is the characteristic function, defined on the set of vertices X of a graph of modules G.
The interface is the handler objects with each other to exchange data between them.
The development method is a method or systematic approach to achieve the goals which are set before creating the object of development. The method of modular programming is the decomposition of the problem into separate functions, each of which is a module and object, component, aspect, service and other methods.
Life cycle model PS-this is cascade, spiral, iterative, etc. On the basis of these models developed the first version of the standard ISO/IEC Life Cycle 1996, and then 2007. This standard give has a set of software development processes.
The technological process is an interrelated sequence of operations performed during the development of the object. The process is designed to transfer object from one state to another until final product [10] .
Line technology (LT) and grocery PL specifies a set of development processes of some object, functions that convert to the ready program product (PP).
The Method of Programming Modular
The term module appeared in connection with the transition to the ES (IBM) computer (1976), which were implemented programming systems with languages ALGOL, FORNAN, PL/1, COBOL, and ASSEMBLER. Each language was independent of each other in form and content. Program in any of these languages got the name of the module. For the organization of communication of multilingual modules, an interface was formulated, which described the general data and data transfer operators from one module to another [9] . The method of modular programming was developed, which provides the formation of a modular graph structure, by which the Assembly of individual program elements from modules and interfaces was сarrived out. The module is the basic software element with properties [16] : -the logical completeness of function; -the independence of one module from the other; -replacement of individual module without disturbing the structure of the program;
-call other modules and return data to the call module.
The module converts the multiple input data X in a variety of output Y and is given as a mapping.
M: X→Y.
Communication between modules:
-relationship management (SR = K 1 + K 2 );
X is a set of vertices, and G is a finite subset of the direct product X ×X×Z on the set of arcs of the graph.
A modular structure is a pair S = (T, χ), where T-the model of the modular structure; χ-the characteristic function defined on the set of vertices X of a graph of modules graph G.
The value of the function χ is defined as: χ (x) = 1 if the module with vertex x ∈X included in the PS; χ (x) = 0 if module with top x ∈X is not included in the PS and it's not referenced from other modules. 2 , there exists an isomorphism φ, and for any Х ∈ X, F 2 (x) = φ (f 1 (x)).
Definition 2. Two modular structures S 1 = (T 1 , χ 1 ) and S 2 = (T 2 , χ 2 ) are identical if T 1 = T 2 , χ 1 = χ 2 and modular structures S 1 and S 2 are isomorphic if T 1 is isomorphic to T 2 and χ 1 = χ 2 .
The module is described in PL and has a description section of the passport, which specifies external and internal parameters. To pass parameters to another module, use the Call (...), RMI (…) and another. The parameters may be converted to the form of the calling module and back in case of differences of their types. It was developed the library of primitive functions convert dissimilar data types PL [16] . This theory is suitable to the component.
Assembly Method
Assembly method based on the interface that connects the modules and data exchange. Interface first implemented in the system APROP (1975 APROP ( -1982 [9] . It can be inter-module, Interlingua and technological (1987) and became a fundamental concept in technologies programming SE [11] [20] .
The intermodule interface is the contact modules to transmit and receive data between them. Interlingua interface is a library function interface to transform non-equivalent data types of the PL for IBM OS-360. Developed interface library (64 functions) which converts different data types (TD) in PL (ALGOL, COBOL, FORTRAN, PL/1, etc.). The system was handed over in 52 organizations of the USSR for Assembly of multi language modules to the applications in OS ES,
IBM-360 (1982).
The formal conversion of objects TD Assembly is performed using algebraic systems Σ 1 , Σ 2 for each TD PL t T α :
where t α Ω -set of operations on the simple t (t = <b-boolean, c-character, i-integer, r-real> and complex t = <a-array, p-pointer, u-union, s-sequence> TD modern PL built classes of algebraic systems: FDT and GDT DT-simple and complex. Simple TD-integer (i), valid-real (r), boolean (b) and characterr (c) have a common form:
where T-the type name,
, , , n X х х х  names of values from the set of values of type T of X.
Operations (<, ≤, >, ≥, =, ≠) or (≤) determine the linear order of the elements of the set X. Operations on binary types include (true, false) and unary operations pred and succ, which define the previous and subsequent elements of the set X.
Complex TD-arrays, records, sets, union, etc. The array M shows the set of indices in the set of values.
M: I→Y and has the form of type Т а = аrrаy Т(I) of ( )
In GDT TD uses simple and complex TD, based on the concept of cardinality and can be finite, accurate, infinite and approximate. A Datatype generator is an operation on one or more TD to create a new TD as a set of criteria for the characteristics of the TD using; procedures and a set of operations in the final value space to define a new TD. Aggregate datatype is a generated TD, each value of which includes the names of the TD elements from the aggregate TD value space.
Operations of TD generation are carried out by means of operations with: 1) Zero arity to generate the values of this TD;
2) Unary operation (arity 1), which turns the TD value into a new value of the same TD or boolean value;
3) Arity 2 that transform the pair of values of the TD in TD of the same value or a boolean. 4) N-Arity, which converts an ordered n-group and TD values to a parametric type, or aggregate.
In the value space there is an order relation (order), which is given by the sign (≤) and satisfies the rules: In the area of SE mass produced products created by the famous firms Microsoft, IBM, Intel, and the factory programs, as well as the results of outsourcing (upgrading a legacy inherited) bring on large profits. The production of PP is based on the technological processes of manufacture of certain product types using the theory of the design and usage of tool environments [16] .
Disciplines of SE

Programming Paradigm
Paradigm (from Greek παράδειγμα, "example, model, pattern")-a set of fundamental scientific attitudes, the concepts and terms adopted and shared by the 
Scientific Foundations of Programming Paradigms
To introduce several programming paradigms developed formal apparatus in theoretical and applied design of individual software resources for building (configuration) in the software system. In [16] [25] describes the theoretical foundations of the paradigm of object, component, service, aspect and generating programming.
Object design theory is built with the use of base notions of formal specification, set theory and class theory of G. Booch, G. Frege triangle and the object model (OM) CORBA, utilizing the following principles:
-all essences of the domain are objects;
-each object is a unique element; -all objects are determined at a certain abstraction level and are ordered according to their relations;
-object interoperability with the interfaces.
An object is singled out using object analysis with mathematical terms for de-Journal of Software Engineering and Applications scription and clarification of object methods in the OOP being created.
According to G. Booch, "object-oriented approach = objects + inheritance, polymorphism, encapsulation"; OM also encompasses object classes and their relations (aggregation, associations, specializations, instantiation so on), as well as their behavior.
Object is a named part of actual reality with a certain abstraction level; a notion structure according to Frege triangle (denotation, sign, and concept).
Each object О i belongs to the set of objects
where O i = O i (Name i , Den i , Con i ), Name i is a sign, Den i is a denotation, Con i is an object concept, ( )
, , ,
cates P il [25] . Axiom 1. The subject domain designed with objects is an object itself. Axiom 2. The subject domain being designed may be an object within another domain. When designing the domain, each object gets at least one property or description, semantics allowing its unique authentication among the set of all objects and to the set of predicates of properties and relations between objects.
Object property is defined on the set of objects belonging to the domain with the unary predicate with return value depending on its external and internal properties. Description is an aggregate of properties (in form of predicates) subjected to the condition of acceptance of truth value by no more than one predicate from these descriptions. Relation is a binary predicate that returns truth on each pair of objects in the set. The basic types of mutual relations are as follows:
1) set-set; 2) element of a set-element of a set; 3) element of a set-set; 4) set-element of a set.
These relation types correspond to operations: generalization, specialization, aggregation, association, classification and instantiation. Types relations 3), 4) are subsumption, relation (IS-A) and part-whole relation (PART-OF), respectively.
The implementation of the object paradigm is described below. Other paradigms are discussed in [11] [12] . In this paradigm elements of software resources are described in PL, and their interfaces in standard WSDL. The proposed formal apparatus of the object-component method (COM) are programming paradigm. It formalizes the resource Assembly into complex programs and systems using the method of Assembly programming. The OCM provides a mechanism logic-mathematic modeling of graph model object (OM) and FM (Model Feature). On these models made configuration resources into system or family systems.
The Paradigm of Object Programming
Object Model (OM) of the subject area (SD) is modeling on four levels [16] In accordance with the generalizing level an object is considered a mathematical notion, as a class from the point of view of von Neumann-BetraysGödel set theory:
, with О 0 being an object in the subject domain. A set of base functions is formed at this level, related to decomposition or composition changes to object denotations and concepts, performed by increasing or decreasing object quantity, as well as expansion or narrowing object concepts. These changes are subjected to the set rules and terms that ensure correctness of function implementation.
For the set O the object relations hold:
The structural level defines such notions as class, class instance, abstract class, etc. The set of objects is ordered and each of objects can be presented as a set or an element of a certain set.
That is, expression (1) is transformed into
The objects are located at the vertices of the graph. The main vertex corresponds to the name of the set O. Аt the next level there are members of this set.
In accordance with the characteristic level, for each of objects a corresponding concept is formed. If
 is a set of objects SD and ( ) 1 2 , , , r P P P P ′ =  is a set of unary predicates related to properties of SD objects. Concept of the object О і is a set of assertions, built on the basis of predicates from P' that are true for the object. That is, the concept Con i = {P ik }, if a condition P k (О і ) = true, where P ik is the assertion for the object О і according to the predicate P k . Following these rules, the properties of objects are determined with the subsumption relation. Expression A = (O', P') determines the algebra system of object concepts O' and predicates P' with operations:
-0-ary operations that correspond to constants;
-Unary operations that correspond to the properties of objects;
-Binary operations that correspond to intercommunications between pairs of objects.
Predicates must meet specific conditions: -Number of predicates suffices the conceptual design of the subject domain using its objects; -Each predicate, its type and signature meets the essence of the corresponding Journal of Software Engineering and Applications object. Axiom 1. Every object of the SD process has at least one feature or property, which equates to the set of objects. In obedience to the behavioral level, a sequence of object states and processes is determined in order to reflect transitions between states. Intercommunications between objects are formed on the basis of binary predicates, which are related to the properties of SD objects, and are detailed to implement interoperability between states of objects. According to the concept described above, class is an object that reflects a certain set; instance of the class is an object belonging to a certain set, which is a class; joint class is a set equal to the direct sum of several other sets; crossbred class is a common part of several other sets; aggregated class is a subset of the cross product of several other sets. If an object is an element of another object, it is determined by the set. However, not every object is necessarily an element of another class. For example, an object corresponding to the entire SD in the OM is not an element of any other object in the model. Definition of objects is formulated under the condition: each object is a set or an element of a certain set. Object ordering is performed taking into account affiliation by using sets of natural numbers.
Algebra for object-oriented analysis of the SD is
where ( )
 is a set of operations on elements of a set O; ( ) 1 2 , , , r P P P P =  is a set of predicates that determine properties of object concepts. Each of operations in A' possesses certain priority and arity, and also related to the corresponding acceptable descriptions of object concepts and operations from the set A' = {decds, decdn, comds, comdn, conexp, connar}. That is, decds, decdn are decomposition operations, comds, comdn are compositions, conexp, and conner is narrowing [20] [25].
Theorem 1. Set of operations A' for the algebra on the objects О' is a system of actions in relation to the functions of four-level object presentation of the OM.
Operations of object analysis are:
-Specification of object, as a class, class instance, etc.; -Operations above essences: 0-unary, unary, binary; -Interrelation of generalization, specialization, aggregation, classification, instantiation;
-Operations of object behavior together with communications between descriptions and the time of their existence in the OM.
The SD model may be represented by an object graph G = {О, I, R}, defined on the set of objects O, interfaces I and relations between objects R: -Set of vertices O replicates one-to-one relationships between objects in the SD;
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-Each vertex corresponds to at least one interface I k ∈ I and relationships from the set R according to certain rules.
-There exists at least one vertex with dual set-object status that reflects the entire domain.
The set of objects-functions O is related to implementation methods for objects in the SD, which communicate between themselves via interface objects from the set I. That is, vertices from G are objects of two types-functional objects O, and interface objects I (Figure 1 ).
Interface objects contain data description that is passed by RPC, RMI, ORB 
The Paradigm of Component Programming
The concept of this paradigm was proposed in article [8] 
The Object and Component Algebra
∑ = {ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , ϕ 3 }, where ϕ 1 = {CSet, CESet, Ω 1 } is an exterior algebra; ϕ 2 = {CSet, CESet, Ω 2 } is an inner algebra; ϕ 3 = {Set, CESet, Ω 3 } is the evolution algebra; ϕ 4 = {Set, CESet, Ω 3 } is the assembling algebra.
Given algebras of operations on different elements of external, internal and evolutionary type provide transformation and Assembly and replacement of old with new ones.
Generating Programming (GP)
GP is a style of generating programs of different applications and their Assembly in the target system or family in two areas: applied engineering and engineering of the subject area [12] . The K. Chernetski model GDM (Generative Domain Model) is based on problem space, solution space and configuration base. The GDM model and the model of the characteristics of the MF indicate General concepts and characteristics of the elements of the domain, their interrelationships, as well as knowledge about the configuration of the system of reuse. For their implementation in multiparadigms of GP can use different programming styles: OOP, component, service, aspect, etc. In the production-based systems from ready made components in GP was taken the concept of product lines of the Institute SE USA (www.sei.com). For GP proposed the model transformation and configurations of system from ready-made components.
A transformation model is described in the DSL and contributes to the transformation of the space problems in the solution space by the method of transformation DSL-BOM component to their description in PL. The configuration model is based on design rules and domain abstractions included in GDM. Configuration model data is converted to concepts and their characteristics. The transformation of MF descriptions is performed in ADL language and then to the description of components in PL. The result is a configuration of system members as a configuration file.
Paradigms of Service Programming
The following types of services are different [11] [27]:
-General services of system environments (e.g. naming, cataloging, etc.); -object services that manage objects, classes, and services (for example, request dispatching, interface management, etc.); -network services of standard OSI model, SOA models (Service-oriented Ar- function, or object, forming a functional element in the system. This element is localized and can be mapped to others. However, non-functional properties of the system, such as response to errors, providing access to memory (dynamic order-release), synchronization of parallel objects, etc., are usually "scattered" across all elements of the system, "was crossing" the structure of the system. Implementation of the properties of the aspect is carried out using:
-aspect language and linker (weaver) aspects in the application; -connection points, determining the place in the program; -slice-set of connection points according to the specified rule;
-fragment insertion-a set of instructions in the PL to integrate all points of the cut.
The aspect, by setting some slice or fragment, is to be inserted into the points of this slice. Thus, the AOP offers different methods and techniques of splitting tasks (concern crosscutting) into a number of functional components, as well as aspects that "cross" functional components and provides for their composition in 1) The basic processes;
2) The support processes;
3) The organizational processes. The concept of automation of the Life Cycle of the ISO/IEC method of ontology is new and original. The basis of its implementation is the structure of processes of LC ( Figure 2 ) and their interaction (Table 1) , as well as the Ontology language for the conceptualization of individual variants of the process LC [18] [19].
The concept of automation of LC of the ISO/IEC 12207 by ontology is new and original. Formally, the LC model includes the processes P (process), actions (Action) and tasks T (Task):
where P k = (P 1k , P 2k1 , P 3k2 ), P 1k = 1 -5 (the main processes of the LC), P 2k1 , k 1 = 1 - 
Method to the Creation of New Technologies
A technology for PP production amount of product lines and technologies. They are created using the method of technological preparation development (TPR, 1987) [10] . This method has been tested in the project of the Institute of Cybernetics AIS "Jupiter" for automation of the Navy of the USSR (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) . It has developed six TL for creating and presents specific forms, documents and processes of these AIS. In this TL was sold about 500 of data processing programs for different objects AIS. TL processes perform the operations on the prepared resources (modules, components, data, etc.). Work in the field of meta technologies TPR began to run through languages UML, DSL, Workflows, (BPMN Basic Process Modeling Notation), etc. These funds are used to create product lines (Product Lines/Product Family) as the infrastructure for the production of PP from ready resources, reuses [20] [21].
Factory Software-Based Industry Programs
Definition: Factory is an integrated architecture the Assembly line production of PP from ready-made software components (modules, objects, services, aspects, etc.), typically decorated in PL, and their interfaces in the WSDL. Last posted in system libraries and repositories [31] [32] .
Analysis of the available factory programs (Grinfield, Bey, Lenz, etc.) and experience the creation of a specific student factory in KNU (http://programsfactory.univ.kiev.ua) allowed us to formulate the following set of necessary elements for the work of the factory programs: 1) prepared software resources (artifacts, modules, programs, systems, reuses, assets, etc.);
2) interfaces-qualifiers ready resources in one of the languages IDL, API, SIDL, WSDL;
3) TL, product line (Product Lines) production of PP; 4) the Assembly, Conveyor Line; 5) methods and techniques for the planning and execution of works on the line on creation of system; 6) system-wide development environment for individual programs. On such method to do the existing factories programs: 1) AppFab in the system of collective development VS.Net; Journal of Software Engineering and Applications Some factories are represented on the website http://www.7dragons.ru/.
Modeling Variability Systems with Paradigms
The Essence of Modeling of Systems and Families
The The point of variance is a place in the system, which is used for the selection of the PS option. This point is a collection of options attached to the kernel made the system. In the production of the PS from CRU is created and the family PS.
The FM model is used in engineering subject field and engineering applications for Assembly made resources.
Domain engineering provides the definition and implementation of common artifacts-variable functions for the production of a new product variant.
Artifacts-the architecture, requirements, components, tests, etc. Application engineering includes the definition of artifacts needed by the user, and makes changes to the collection at the application level.
Theorem: The functional interaction between the two objects is correct, if the first object completely provides the functions and data transfer that is required by another object: In (fo k ) ⊆ Out (fo l ). The objects of the graph G ( Figure 2 ) form a model of the system under system configuration. Elemental which can be changed in the graph are labeled by points of the variance (variability) [10] [11] [22] .
The point of variance is in one place in the model system PS, which selects the variant of the system. A point of variance is handled by the configurator and allows transforming the prepared system by replacing some of the components 
Managing Variability of Systems
Model of variability PS − MF var = (SV, AV), where SV-submodel of variability of the artifacts in the structure of PS; AV-submodel variability of the finished product PS. The MF var model ensures that the artifacts of the PS, lower costs and decrease the cost of developing the system. Model of variability of PS-a set of FM models of the PS, set on the many artifacts, some points of variance for subsequent changes individual elements [20] [25] .
Managing variability PS is performed on the points of variance, variant artifacts of the PS, limitations and dependencies by using the predicates P defined on the set of options of PS.
To control the variability method is used E. Deming, based on the functions F 1 -F 4 :
F 1 -operation, action to ensure that the artefacts of the PS (Act); F 2 -the planning system FPS of the artifacts (Plan) for engineering subject area and engineering applications; 
Evaluation of the Quality and Reliability of PS
The quality-the totality of the properties of PS that provide the ability to meet established or anticipated needs, in accordance with a purpose. The key characteristics of quality attributes are reliability and completeness as properties of the PS to eliminate failures with hidden defects with this criterion and a quality model, which relates the measures and metrics of the internal, external and operational type. From the standpoint of completeness of the product is the main indicator of quality are defects and failures [31] [32] .
The main indicators of quality are defects and failures. This correspond such model of quality M qua : 1) internal measure D 0 is the number of defects in each object PS; 2) external measure R(t) is reliability of operation of each object in PS for a given time t without failure;
3) measure performance Q ps is determined by the trouble-free functioning of the PS.
The model of defects based on multiple quality factors, analysis of causal relationships between them, combining qualitative and quantitative assessments of their impact on the density of defects. To calculate the reliability function uses a special formula: The quality standard identifies six basic quality characteristics: q 1 : functionality; q 2 : reliability; q 3 : use, q 4 : efficiency; q 5 : maintainable; q 6 : portability. The quality q 1 -q 6 are assessed by the formula: 2) CORBA↔JAVA↔MS. Net provides communication between these environments with specified in these languages, the elements to access them from other developers.
CASE-Instrumental Tools
3) IBM Sphere↔Eclipse provides communication between programs in PL these environments.
With the participation of the students was developed a program of processing FDT and GDT, a variant of the ontology LC using the tools, DSL Tools vs. Net and Protégé [16] etc. They are available on the website.
It is a link to a website of programs of KNU http://programsfactory.univ.kiev.ua It accumulates the scientific artifacts of the students of KNU. The website also includes courses in Java, C # vs. Net and "Software engineering" for students of KNU and MIPT. 
Concept of Nanotechnologies
The idea of an Assembly of atoms in macro atoms special programs assemblies proposed by R. Feynman (1959) in the form of a manipulator of an atom, which are gravity, and the action of intermolecular Vander-Valesov force [24] . Can be
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an arbitrary number of such mechanisms (machines) submitted by the manipulator of the elements, reduced to four and more times the copies of the "hands" of the operator, which can tighten small bolts and nuts, drill a very small hole, to perform the work in scale 1:4, 1:8, 1:16.
Nanotechnology is the technology of production of new materials and devices with predetermined atomic architecture (E. Dressler).
An atom is 10 −10 = 1 nanometer (nm), and the bacteria is 10 −9 nm. Particles from 1 to 100 nanometers are called nanoparticles. Some nanoparticles have the property of sticking together with each other, which leads to the formation of new agglomerates (in medicine, ceramics, metallurgy, etc.).
One of the greatest challenges facing nanotechnology is how to make the molecules group in a certain way and to organize themselves so to finally get a new material, substance or device. For example, proteins can synthesize from few proteins of DNK in complex structures with specific new properties.
Computer Nanotechnology
Today computer nanotechnology is actually already working with the smallest elements, "atoms" similar to the thickness of the thread (transistors, chips, crystals, etc.). For example, a video card from 3.5 million particles on single crystal, multi-touch maps for retinal embedded in the eyeglasses, etc.
Computational geometry is a part of computer graphics and algebra. Used in the practice of computing and control machines, numerical control etc. is also used in robotics (motion planning and pattern recognition tasks), geographic IS (geometric search, route planning), design chips, etc.
In the future, ready-made software elements will be developed in the direction of nanotechnology by "reducing" to look even smaller particles with predetermined functionality. Automation of communication, synthesis of such particles will give a new small element, which will be used like a chip in a small device for use in medicine, genetics, physics, etc.
Conclusion
The scientific, theoretical bases of the systems programming from modules, ob- 
